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Land plants grow in association with microbial communities both on their surfaces 
and inside the plant (endophytes).  The relationships between microbes and 
their host can vary from pathogenic to mutualistic.  Colonization of the 
endophyte compartment occurs in the presence of a sophisticated plant immune 
system, implying finely tuned discrimination of pathogens from mutualists and 
commensals.  Despite the importance of the microbiome to the plant, relatively 
little is known about the specific interactions between plants and microbes, 
especially in the case of endophytes.

The vast majority of microbes have not been grown in the lab, and thus one of the 
few ways of studying them is by examining their DNA.  Although metagenomics 
is a powerful tool for examining microbial communities, its application to 
endophyte samples is technically difficult due to the presence of large amounts 
of host plant DNA in the sample.  One method to address these difficulties is 
single-cell genomics where a single microbial cell is isolated from a sample, 
lysed, and its genome amplified by multiple displacement amplification (MDA) to 
produce enough DNA for genome sequencing.  This produces a single-cell 
amplified genome (SAG). We have applied this technology to study the 
endophytic microbes in Arabidopsis thaliana roots.

Extensive 16S gene profiling of the microbial communities in the roots of multiple 
inbred A. thaliana strains has identified 164 OTUs as being significantly 
enriched in all the root endophyte samples compared to their presence in bulk 
soil.

Introduction

Methods

Single-Cell Genome Recovery

~14,000 single cells were processed
527 single cells have been obtained that match target OTUs
131 of these have been shotgun sequenced representing 29 OTUs

Single Cells and Isolates Obtained Combined Assemblies – What to Combine

MDA amplification bias is random.  Thus, combining the data from multiple single 
cells from the same OTU should produce a more complete genome.

What to combine
From same OTU (16S matches OTU ≥ 97%) 
Average nucleotide identity (ANI) analysis

Pairwise comparisons of genomes
Query genome is broken into 1kbp fragments
Fragments are blasted against comparison genome
Hits are totaled to give the amount of overlap between genomes and the % nucleotide identity 
for the overlapping regions

Required ANI of ≥ 95% identity over ≥ 20kb overlap

Combined Assemblies - Results
99 SAGs were combined into 22 combined assemblies

(2-22 SAGs per combined assembly)
Average genome completeness in the component single-cell genomes was 18% 

and in the combined assemblies it is 45%

Conclusions and Future Work
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Obtaining Cells from Root Samples
Remove soil to 
within 1mm radius 
from roots

= rhizosphere
centrifugeshake

= endophyte
Freeze,
grind

10 µm filter

Single-Cell Genomics Pipeline

Chloroflexi

Actinobacteria

Bacteroidetes

Cyanobacteria

FirmicutesAlphaproteobacteria

Betaproteobacteria

Single Cells (SAGs)
Isolates completed
Isolates in pipeline

Total Target OTUs
164

Target OTUs 
with SAGs

29

Target OTUs 
with Isolates

29
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Combined 
Assembly

Single Cell 
Genomes

• Our single-cell genomics pipeline has produced single-cell amplified genomes 
(SAGs) from a broad range of bacterial phyla that complements those obtained 
by culturing.

• The single-cell process produces incomplete genomes but combined 
assemblies of single-cell genomes from the same OTUs produce more complete 
genomes.

• Single-cell and isolate genomes will be compared to the genomes of close 
relatives from non-plant environments.  Genes present only in the plant-
associated microbes will hopefully illuminate the details of the plant-microbe 
interaction.

Maximum likelihood tree constructed from the consensus 16S pyrotag sequences 
for the OTUs that were significantly enriched in the endophyte community 
compared to bulk soil communities.  Orange boxes indicate single cells that 
have been sequenced.  Blue boxes indicate cultured isolates that have been 
selected for sequencing.

Total assembly size and estimated genome recovery from the sequenced single 
cells.  Genome recovery was estimated based on the presence of 139 single 
copy genes in the final assemblies.  The order of the single cells is the same in 
both figures.

Average 1.04 Mbp

Average 20%

Single Cell Genomes
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Estimated 
Genome Size

Combined 
Assembly

Going back to the original reads and 
doing a fresh assembly can improve 
the genome recovery

Combined assemblies produce more 
complete genomes

Amplify GenomeCell Sorting 16S IDing Sequencing

Data QCAssembly Annotation

Draft Genome

Curation

Sample

You need to be cautious in what you decide to combine
One Rhizobium combined assembly was 9.5Mbp
Estimated genome completeness for this was 86% 

implying the whole genome is 11.1Mbp
Largest Rhizobium genome in database is 8.7Mbp 

(Ave = 6.7Mbp)
Upon closer inspection, 3 of the SAGs used in this 

combined assembly are only weakly related to the 
other 11 SAGs used

When the combined assembly was rerun leaving out 
the 3 suspect SAGs a more reasonable assembly 
size of 6.1Mbp was obtained
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1002C21

1002E20

1003A11

1003J22

1004L8

1014B23

1014F5

1019G7 1019L19

1020O15

1021L5 10-20% overlap
20-30%
> 30%

Pairwise overlap between SAGs in Rhizobium 
combined assembly.  SAGs in red are weakly 
connected to the rest of the SAGs.


